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ULSTER SPORTS OUTREACH MISSION

“To use the richest resource of the University, its staff and students, to promote sport, education and healthy active lifestyles to children and young people, particularly those at greatest disadvantage through the deployment of well trained and well rewarded student volunteers.”
USO engages in a highly successful portfolio of programmes known as **SHINE@ULSTER**
SHINE@ULSTER

Programmes:
- Sport fo LIFE
- YES
- Dance for LIFE
- SportABILITY
- Teambuilding through Sport and Physical Activity Workshop
- Playground games Workshop
- Olympic Values Workshop
- Sporting Values Workshop
- Connected Learning Workshop
- Class of... Programmes
- eHoops
- Step Up Maths
- Peace III
- INSPIRE
- School Sport Legacy Programme

Workshops:
- Olympic Values Workshop
- Sporting Values Workshop
- Connected Learning Workshop
- Class of... Programmes
- eHoops
- Step Up Maths
- Peace III
- INSPIRE
- Sport fo LIFE
- YES
- Dance for LIFE
- SportABILITY
- Teambuilding through Sport and Physical Activity Workshop
- Playground games Workshop

Values:
- Connected Learning Workshop
- Class of... Programmes
- eHoops
- Step Up Maths
- Peace III
- INSPIRE
- Sport fo LIFE
- YES
- Dance for LIFE
- SportABILITY
- Teambuilding through Sport and Physical Activity Workshop
- Playground games Workshop

Activities:
- Olympic Values Workshop
- Sporting Values Workshop
- Connected Learning Workshop
- Class of... Programmes
- eHoops
- Step Up Maths
- Peace III
- INSPIRE
- Sport fo LIFE
- YES
- Dance for LIFE
- SportABILITY
- Teambuilding through Sport and Physical Activity Workshop
- Playground games Workshop

Events:
- Olympic Values Workshop
- Sporting Values Workshop
- Connected Learning Workshop
- Class of... Programmes
- eHoops
- Step Up Maths
- Peace III
- INSPIRE
- Sport fo LIFE
- YES
- Dance for LIFE
- SportABILITY
- Teambuilding through Sport and Physical Activity Workshop
- Playground games Workshop
PARTNERSHIPS

ELB’s

NGB’s

Community partners

Endorsement by:
THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE

199 schools received SHINE@ULSTER in 2012/13
Over 200 student volunteers

112 Goldmark Awards
22,400 hours

46,003 young people participated in SHINE@ULSTER in 2012/13
Participation Opportunities in last 3 years
392,891
VOLUNTEER NOW INVESTMENT TO VALUE AUDIT INDEX

£548,378.25 2012-2013

£2,000,000 2010-2014
“Through an integrated and multidisciplinary approach advance research to support and monitor people within their home and beyond.”
Mobile Health Apps

- KT-APP Rehabilitation post ankle sprain
- PIA Activity prompting in smart environments
- MOBILESAGE Personalised service delivery
- TAUT Technology adoption models
- CLAP2 Opportunistic sensing for big data
BMAC Project

1. Mobile behaviour monitoring
2. Data Mining of Behaviours
3. Clinical Evaluations

Michelangelo

1. Home-based autism intervention
2. Video monitoring
3. Pervasive EEG and ECG monitoring
4. Data Annotation and Clinical decision making

Virtual Buddy

1. Virtual Buddy
2. Self-management tools for young people with Autism.
3. Context-aware apps for guided decision making.
WHAT WE HAVE COMPLETED SO FAR!

BELFAST CITY COUNCIL AND SPORTNI ENDORSEMENT

INVEST NI PROGRAMME DEFINITION GRANT
WHAT WE ARE TO DO BY MARCH!

APPLY FOR: PEOPLE OLYMPICS BELFAST TO BE AN OLYMPIC INSPIRED PROJECT

ENGAGEMENT THROUGH: ROONEY’S BOXING GYM AND SPORTS OUTREACH

REGISTER 1000 PEOPLE

STUDY A SUBSAMPLE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BEHAVIOUR AND WELLBEING

DEVELOP A BUSINESS MODEL FOR PEOPLE OLYMPICS BELFAST